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ABSTRACT
With the slowing of Moore’s law and decline of Dennard scaling,
computing systems increasingly rely on specialized hardware ac-
celerators in addition to general-purpose compute units. Increased
hardware heterogeneity necessitates disaggregating applications
into workflows of fine-grained tasks that run on a diverse set of
CPUs and accelerators. Current accelerator delivery models cannot
support such applications efficiently, as (1) the overhead of manag-
ing accelerators erases performance benefits for fine-grained tasks;
(2) exclusive accelerator use per task leads to underutilization; and
(3) specialization increases complexity for developers.

We propose adopting concepts from Function-as-a-Service (FaaS),
which has solved these challenges for general-purpose CPUs in
cloud computing. Kernel-as-a-Service (KaaS) is a novel serverless
programming model for generic compute accelerators that aids
heterogeneous workflows by combining the ease-of-use of higher-
level abstractions with the performance of low-level hand-tuned
code. We evaluate KaaS with a focus on the breadth of the idea and
its generality to diverse architectures rather than on an in-depth
implementation for a single accelerator. Using proof-of-concept
prototypes, we show that this programming model provides per-
formance, performance efficiency, and ease-of-use benefits across
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a diverse range of compute accelerators. Despite increased levels
of abstraction, when compared to a naive accelerator implementa-
tion, KaaS reduces completion times for fine-grained tasks by up
to 96.0% (GPU), 68.4% (FPGA), 98.6% (TPU), and 34.9% (QPU) in our
experiments.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Heterogeneous (hybrid)
systems; Cloud computing; • Software and its engineering →
Cloud computing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Modern computing tasks increasingly require integrating elements
from data analytics and machine learning (ML) [21, 22]. Combined
with the decline of Moore’s law this leads to increased hardware
heterogeneity in compute clusters and the cloud with the adop-
tion of accelerators such as graphics processing units (GPUs), or
field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) to meet the increasing
performance demands of applications while adhering to power
constraints [20]. Additionally, the introduction of unconventional
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Figure 1: Workflow example with three tasks: image prepro-
cessing, bitmap conversion, and ML inference on the image
raster. These tasks run most efficiently on heterogeneous
hardware: preprocessing on CPUs, bitmap conversion on FP-
GAs, and inference on GPUs.

accelerators such as quantum processing units (QPUs) or wafer-
scale engines [84], and increasingly federated and distributed clus-
ter deployments [52], lead to the disaggregation of applications
into workflows of smaller, more fine-grained tasks that can be
dynamically composed and deployed on heterogeneous infrastruc-
ture [96]. This heterogeneous landscape limits the usability of
special-purpose frameworks and creates opportunity and demand
for a high-performance programming paradigm that incorporates
any accelerator equally well. The predominant accelerator deploy-
ment paradigm carves out tasks that can benefit from hardware
accelerations, namely, the kernels1, and requires the developer to
tailor them to a specific accelerator interface. This approach limits
our ability to decompose and recompose workflows into constituent
computational tasks that map independently to hardware, because
these tasks maintain the control of computational resources in the
individual application level, not the system’s complete view of ac-
celerator demand. We argue this model is inadequate for broad
adoption for heterogeneous workflows and architectures, leading
to pessimal resource allocation, poor abstraction choices, and gra-
tuitous overhead.

Furthermore, buying or renting (e.g., as part of a cloud VM) a
complete compute accelerator leads to expensive underutilization of
hardware for small tasks on increasingly capable accelerators [98].
Newly introduced space-sharing models, e.g., Multi-Process Service
(MPS) for Nvidia GPUs [27, 58] or Coyote for FPGAs [44], emu-
late the abstraction of processes on hardware accelerators, yet still
impose a per-process runtime initialization overhead, such as the
GPU context creation. This overhead is prohibitive for fine-grained,
short-lived tasks, as demonstrated in our motivating example work-
flow in Fig. 1. It combines small tasks of image processing that are
best run on diverse hardware: preprocessing on a general-purpose
CPU, bitmap conversion on an FPGA, and deep-learning infer-
ence on a GPU. The results in Fig. 2 show 24.1% (FPGA) and 98.3%
(GPU) initialization overheads that lead to overall worse perfor-
mance when using accelerators over a CPU-only implementation.
While optimized implementations of this workflow can reduce this
performance overhead, they require expensive tuning, increase
complexity, and multiply development costs.

In this paper, we propose translating the benefits of the Function-
as-a-Service (FaaS) programming model to the domain of hetero-
geneous hardware accelerators. The FaaS model has demonstrated
that increased sharing of resources between applications can in-
crease resource efficiency of running workflows while decreasing

1By kernel, we specifically mean a core part of the computation that executes on the
accelerator and not, e.g., an operating system kernel.
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Figure 2: Completion time of tasks in Fig. 1 on two 10-core
Intel® Xeon® E5-2650 v3 CPUs (2.30GHz), 1.5TB memory,
Xilinx® Alveo™ U250 FPGA with 32GB memory, and Nvidia
A100 80GB GPU. Comparing a CPU-only implementation
with normal use of accelerators, the overhead of executing
small tasks makes hardware acceleration infeasible: Copying
data and running the kernel accounts for only 75.9% (FPGA)
and 1.7% (GPU) task completion time, with the majority of
the overhead attributed to accelerator initialization.

management complexity [19, 32]. Although approaches to inte-
grating specific accelerators with FaaS platforms exist [53, 70], we
ask the opposite question: how can the abstraction of FaaS benefit
hardware accelerators to support workflows in federated heteroge-
neous computing? To answer this question, we make the following
contributions in this paper:

• We introduce the Kernel-as-a-Service (KaaS) serverless pro-
gramming model, transferring the ideas and benefits of FaaS
to hardware accelerators (§3).

• We present a proof-of-concept implementation of KaaS for
GPUs, FPGAs, TPUs, and QPUs (§4).

• Using this prototype, we evaluate the KaaS concept for per-
formance, elasticity, and scalability and demonstrate it on a
heterogeneous range of accelerators (§5).

• We critically discuss the implications and limitations of this
approach, and suggest further research directions in this area
(§6).

2 BACKGROUND
Compute Acceleration and Kernels. The well-known slowing of
Moore’s law brings about a technological shift in cloud and high-
performance computer architectures [20]. Although CPUs still
show modest annual gains in performance, the most significant
performance-per-Watt improvements are now obtained using het-
erogeneous architectures, via special-purpose compute accelera-
tors [77]. These accelerators take many forms, primarily as special-
ized architectures optimized for a subset of computations. Today,
the most common of these architectures are general-purpose GPUs,
but other types of accelerators are on the rise, especially for ML
workloads. Examples include Tensor Processing Units (TPUs), Data
Processing Units (DPUs), Quantum Processing Units (QPUs), and
FPGAs. Instead of offering the all-around excellent programmabil-
ity and performance for general workloads of CPUs, they all offer
significantly better performance-per-Watt for specific workloads
only, which often require expert programming and tuning [94].
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Concomitantly with the hardware evolution, we also witness an
evolution in software. To benefit from heterogeneous architectures,
programmers replace monolithic programs with a hybrid model,
where some logic runs on the host CPU and some on accelerators.
This accelerated code is often represented as kernels, a fundamental
algorithm that has been ported to run efficiently on the acceler-
ator [43]. Matrix multiplication, e.g., is a well-known kernel that
maps efficiently to GPUs and is commonly used in deep-learning
libraries.

This programming model, however, still carries limitations such
as difficulty to program, overhead, and poor scalability. To address
some of these limitations, we propose a further evolution of this
programming model. The key idea of this paper is to encapsulate
kernels—analogous to the evolution seen in CPUs with the FaaS
model—and to apply the encapsulation to a broad set of architec-
tures.

Function-as-a-Service. FaaS is a “serverless” delivery model for
general-purpose cloud compute resources [75] that is the latest evo-
lution of infrastructure sharing among cloud applications: where
virtual machines have abstracted physical servers and containers
have abstracted from the notion of exclusive compute nodes, FaaS
platforms abstract away the entire backend runtime by providing
standardized environments shared across applications [32]. In FaaS,
developers provide only function code that is transparently exe-
cuted by the service provider in response to external events or
invocations. This model abstracts resource management, e.g., invo-
cation routing and resource (de-)allocation, reducing application
footprints and decreasing development and operational costs [51].
It also fosters the specialization of teams for individual services
and tasks in a workflow, increasing agility and developer productiv-
ity [12, 55]. The vertical integration of infrastructure and platform
increases resource efficiency for providers through more efficient
bin-packing [30, 63].

FaaS functions are short-lived and stateless, which leads to a
theoretically unlimited horizontal scalability, as functions are not
hindered by synchronization [85]. Combined with short creation
times, a FaaS system can achieve high elasticity by scaling out as
the number of invocations increase and releasing resources once
invocations end [45]. Further, the burden of securing and isolat-
ing services is shifted to the FaaS platform provider. As function
invocations must pass through the platform, additional security
measures such as access control can be implemented and updated
outside the actual application, separating concerns [56].

3 KERNEL-AS-A-SERVICE DESIGN
We propose KaaS, a serverless programming model for hardware
accelerators based on FaaS.

3.1 Overview
In KaaS, applications register kernels that implement a task for
a shared pool of accelerators. Applications can then invoke that
kernel through a shim, optionally providing input arguments and
receiving output data from the kernel, as shown in Fig. 3. Thus, an
entire workflow can be disaggregated into constituent kernels, e.g.,
in our motivating example (Fig. 1), one kernel can handle image
preprocessing on CPU cores for all users, another kernel converts
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Figure 3: KaaS follows the FaaS programming model but ex-
tends it to heterogeneous hardware accelerators: 1 Develop-
ers register accelerator kernel code on theKaaS host. 2 KaaS
then wraps this kernel code to expose it as a KaaS kernel,
deploying it and other kernels on the host. 3 Applications
invoke kernels over the network in a request/response pat-
tern. 4 The KaaS server directs those invocations to copies
of the kernel on the accelerator.

all images to bitmaps on FPGAs, and a third classifies images on
GPUs. Each kernel is assigned to a computing resource based on
its needs and on availability. Applications are written as a collec-
tion of portable and device-agnostic kernels, as opposed to mixed
and hand-tuned code. These kernels can persist in memory (as
FaaS containers do), and handle their workloads through function
invocations, with minimal initialization overhead and optimized
communication pipelining. Conceivably, each kernel can also man-
age the accelerator on its own, including resource management,
obviating the need for the user or the OS to coordinate multiple
resources. Resource-management considerations such as fairness,
data isolation, scheduling, and service-level agreements can thus
vary across devices and deployments. Note that this large explo-
ration space is an active research area and outside the scope of
this paper; our main goals in this experimental evaluation are to
demonstrate the potential benefits from overhead elimination and
to prove the feasibility of the KaaS concept. That said, this disaggre-
gated model of resource management opens the door to even higher
efficiencies with fine-grained scheduling, with the applications and
OS remaining agnostic of the sharing.

The KaaS approach is analogous to how functions in FaaS plat-
forms are first registered and then invoked dynamically. Today,
without explicit sharing support (Fig. 4a), applications either use
the accelerator for its entire lifetime or “rent” it for a specified
amount of time before a new application can use it, e.g., using
cloud VMs. Existing space-sharing paradigms, e.g., MPS on GPUs
or Coyote on FPGAs, split accelerators by allocating fixed device
portions for different processes (Fig. 4b). With KaaS, we propose
increasing the level of sharing to also share the runtime across
different kernels (Fig. 4c). The platform delegates the control of an
accelerator to the KaaS runtime that uses it for a single application
kernel. The runtime can be written by the platform provider or
application developer, and looks like any other library call from
the application’s point of view. In fact, some user-level code can be
simplified as it no longer needs to manage hardware resources at a
low or non-portable level, as those tasks are delegated to the opti-
mized runtime. Once assigned to an accelerator, the KaaS runtime
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Figure 4: Increasing levels of sharing: In time sharing, tasks run exclusively on the accelerator, each providing their own
runtime (Fig. 4a). With space-sharing, using approaches such as MPS, multiple processes can run on the device in parallel,
although potentially slowing down each individual task (Fig. 4b). With KaaS, multiple tasks are launched into a shared runtime
through a shim, reducing the management overhead of individual runtimes and abstracting from the device (Fig. 4c).

alone controls allocation of the device resources, much like an OS
manages all devices on a server, including scheduling, security, and
interfaces.

3.2 Performance
Although an additional layer of virtualization cannot improve on
the optimal performance of a compute accelerator, abstractions
can help developers write more efficient implementations of their
services. This is especially important in heterogeneous computing,
where managing the complexity of novel compute architectures is
a major challenge inhibiting broad adoption of accelerators [25].
Although libraries such as TensorFlow for ML [1] or tools such
as PyLog [35] already provide an abstraction for programming
accelerators, integrating these tools into larger workflows is still
challenging. As our motivating example in §1 shows, initialization
overheads from tools, libraries, and accelerator runtimes negate
the theoretical benefits of accelerating compute tasks, especially as
task granularity grows finer.

A key benefit of abstracting the runtime management of acceler-
ator tasks in KaaS is moving this overhead out of the critical path
of workflows. In FaaS, the first function invocation causes a cold
start, where libraries and runtime are initialized at the cost of addi-
tional latency [85]. The majority of requests can then be served by
a warm copy of the function instance at near-native latency, as run-
time and libraries are already initialized. Similarly, an initial KaaS
kernel invocation might be cold, incurring the discussed initializa-
tion overheads, but subsequent invocations benefit from running
in existing runtimes. Crucially, this performance improvement is
achieved without additional tuning by developers.

3.3 Efficiency
In addition to the performance benefits for a specific kernel or appli-
cation, KaaS can provide efficiency gains for the system as a whole.
First, a fine-grained hardware sharing model allows providers to
serve multiple kernel invocations from the same device. The fine-
grained resource allocation of kernel instances in both space (num-
ber and footprint of instances) and in time (how long an instance
is active) means that only resources that are in use are actually de-
ployed, and few compute resources are idle, requiring less hardware
overall [13, 63, 68]. Second, this resource sharing model could lead

to a fine-grained pay-per-use model similar to FaaS, lowering the
barrier to entry for applications running on hardware accelerators,
compared to overprovisioned cloud machines that incur costs for
a full accelerator device. Third, as KaaS kernels are transparently
invoked over the network, even across nodes and devices, appli-
cations benefit from improved elasticity and horizontal scalability.
A larger number of concurrent kernel invocations can be served
by a proportionally larger number of kernel instances. If a device
cannot serve the concurrent kernel requests, additional device can
be added to serve these requests. A workflow executed in response
to incoming data, e.g., scientific images, can process each data item
independently and scale with the rate of incoming data, similarly
to FaaS workflows [41].

3.4 Usability
In KaaS, we map the concept of workflows to the composition of
heterogeneous kernels and traditional software. Abstracted kernels
can be dynamically recombined or updated for new hardware. Com-
bined with transparent execution, this yields a flexible deployment
method for distributed and heterogeneous infrastructure.

The potential reusability improvements are more pronounced
in KaaS than in FaaS: Hardware accelerators can be difficult to
program, especially with diverging best practices, interfaces, and
performance optimizations for different types, makes, or even gen-
erations of accelerators [25]. With KaaS, componentization and
composability create a separation of concerns: Each standalone
kernel can be implemented and optimized for its target hardware
independently of the rest of the application or workflow. The under-
lying target hardware may also be upgraded without changing the
entire application. This abstraction also allows for transparent poly-
glot software, e.g., a C-based FPGA kernel and a Python-based GPU
kernel integrated in a workflow. Further, library kernels similar to
optimized implementations found in numba [46] or PyLog [35] can
be integrated easily. From disaggregation also follows simplified
dependency management, as each task of a workflow requires only
the specific dependencies for its own target accelerator.

4 PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
The proposed approach is a model for execution, and we do not
prescribe a specific implementation. That said, we develop a set
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Figure 5: Our GPU prototype runs a KaaS server alongside
an Nvidia GPU. Using Nvidia MPS, the server can launch con-
current instances of registered kernels on the GPU. Clients
access these kernels through a request over TCP, transferring
data in-band (serialized) or out-of-band (e.g., using shared
memory within a host). Data is copied to GPUmemory using
the CUDA interface. Kernels are registered as Python func-
tions and called transparently to the KaaS server.

of minimal prototypes to evaluate its feasibility across a range of
hardware accelerators. Please note that our prototypes serve only
as a proof-of-concept, and we have decided against integrating
them in any of the available open-source FaaS platforms, which
incur high overheads in workflow management [7, 67, 74, 78] that
would obscure performance measurements of our runtime.

4.1 Components
As shown in Fig. 5 for the GPU implementation, there are three
main components to the KaaS architecture: the KaaS server, task
runners on the accelerator, and a client API.

KaaS Server. The KaaS server is a Python service running on the
CPU of a host equipped with accelerators. It exposes configuration
and invocation endpoints andmanages task runners on accelerators.
When a kernel is invoked, the KaaS server starts a new runner to
execute it (cold start) or uses an existing runner with sufficient
resources (warm start).

Task Runner. The task runners are Python-based host processes
combining developer-provided kernel code with a wrapper that
exposes a TCP server. Using this endpoint, kernel invocations are
sent from KaaS server to task runner, where the provided code is
executed once and results are returned. Task runners can share an
accelerator using the abstractions provided by its API, such as MPS
on Nvidia GPUs.

Client API. Similarly to the connection between KaaS server and
task runners, the client API is also exposed over TCP. Clients send
their kernel invocations using this endpoint, but with the KaaS
abstraction, clients need not be aware of which specific hardware
executes their invocation. As in FaaS, clients can use the TCP-
based invocation to send data directly to kernels using in-band
data transfer (faster for small data) or send only pointers to data
using out-of-band data transfer. This allows transferring larger data
without copying over the network. For our initial KaaS prototype,
which focuses on single-node hosts, a shared memory region may

be defined by the client, which can then be accessed by the task
runner by providing a pointer to that region.

Despite our initial focus on single-node deployments, the loose,
TCP-based coupling between client, KaaS server, and accelerator
host means that a distributed deployment is also feasible. Instead
of shared host memory, RDMA may be used for out-of-band data
transfer here (§6).

4.2 Accelerators
While the basic architecture of KaaS is fixed, we must adapt the task
runner implementation for each accelerator API. Specifically, we
develop prototypes for accelerator versions we expect to encounter
in datacenters, such as GPUs, FPGAs, TPUs, and QPUs.

GPU. This prototype supports Nvidia GPU kernels written in Py-
thon using numba [46] for the CUDA interface. Our task runners
share the GPU using Nvidia MPS, allowing multiple runners to
launch kernel invocations in parallel.

FPGA. Our FPGA prototype uses a backend based on the PyLog [35]
Python-based FPGA programming and synthesis library. Incoming
requests are fed to the Xilinx FPGA kernel through its PYNQ in-
terface [4]. PyLog does not currently allow for spatial sharing of
FPGAs, but an extension with systems such as Coyote, which divide
FPGAs into isolated regions that can be individually configured, is
possible [44].

TPU. Each Google Cloud tensor processing unit (TPU) board con-
tains multiple dual-core TPU chips, which can be controlled indi-
vidually [42]. Running multiple processes on the same TPU chip,
however, leads to errors. Our KaaS prototype for TPUs thus allo-
cates one task runner per TPU chip and distributes requests across
these chips evenly.

QPU. Quantum compute units (QPU) are still in their infancy, and it
is unclear if they can ever be widely deployed [82]. Nevertheless, it
is useful to explore how these QPUs may be integrated into future
compute architectures and software stacks. We build our KaaS
prototype with support for the IBM Qiskit runtime [37, 91] in order
to deploy quantum programs on both simulators and existing real
quantum computers. This interface, however, does not allow fine-
grained control over hybrid applications that combine traditional
and quantum computations.

5 EVALUATION
We use our prototype implementations to evaluate six aspects of
KaaS on diverse hardware accelerators. We explore the general
performance of kernels in KaaS (§5.1), evaluate possible energy
efficiency gains (§5.2), test the possibility of transparent, remote
invocations (§5.3), investigate scalability (§5.4), measure autoscaling
capabilities (§5.5), and benchmark kernels withKaaS onGPU, FPGA,
TPU, and (simulated and real) QPUs (§5.6). Unless otherwise noted,
our experiments use the GPU prototype of KaaS on a server with
two 20-core Intel® Xeon® E5-2698 v4 CPUs (2.20GHz), 1TB of
memory, and four Nvidia Tesla P100 PCIe GPUs with 56 streaming
multiprocessors and 16GB of memory each.
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Figure 6: The task completion time remains unchanged for
small (Fig. 6a) and large (Fig. 6b) tasks across 20 iterations in
exclusive GPU use. Using KaaS incurs a “cold start” for the
first invocation, yet subsequent invocations benefit from an
existing warm copy. This decreases invocation overhead by
94.1% and 46.4% for small and large tasks, respectively.

We measure the total task completion time and the kernel time,
i.e., time spent just on data copy and computation. Total task com-
pletion time further includes launching the client Python program,
or generating the input data where applicable. For each metric, our
plots show the mean and 95% confidence interval for ten samples
of each measurement.

5.1 Performance
To evaluate the performance impact of cached kernel copies in
KaaS, we implemented a matrix-multiplication kernel on top of
our KaaS GPU prototype using numba CUDA [46]. We control task
granularity using the matrix dimensions 𝑁 ×𝑁 that we use as input
to our kernel.

Cold & Warm Starts. We first compare completion times for a small
and large matrix multiplication task in KaaS and “exclusive” GPU
usage. In the exclusive model, the program has full access to the
GPU, without Nvidia MPS enabled. Our small task multiplies two
500×500matrices (52 million FLOP), while the large task multiplies
two 10,000 × 10,000 matrices (402 billion FLOP), both repeated 20
times. The results in Fig. 6 show how KaaS kernels have to pay a
cold-start penalty on their first invocation that accounts for 87.1%
and 15.5% of their total task completion time for our small and large
computation. Nevertheless, even though the accelerator has to be
initialized on that first invocation, the kernel is already registered in
host memory and large dependencies such as numba are initialized,
making a KaaS cold start 54.6% and 36.9% shorter than exclusive
execution. A further factor is that our client code has no need to
import the numba dependency, as all heavy computation is offloaded
to the accelerator through KaaS. Subsequent invocations in KaaS
are 94.1% and 46.4% faster than the exclusive model for small and
large tasks. As we consider “cold” starts the outlier in frequent
invocations of kernels, we focus on “warm” performance in the
subsequent evaluation.

Warm Start Overheads. We further explore this overhead with ad-
ditional task sizes in Fig. 7. Computation is the kernel time of the
task execution, whereas Overhead is the difference between this
time and the total task completion time. We also remove the time to
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Figure 7: Breaking down the time spent on completing the
matrix multiplication task with different input dimensions
reveals a significant reduction in computation overhead (e.g.,
host memory allocation or importing libraries) for small
tasks using KaaS compared to exclusive GPU use. For a 500 ×
500 matrix, this overhead is reduced from 689ms to 123ms.
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Figure 8: For small tasks, the reduction in overhead per task
execution leads to higher accelerator throughput with KaaS
over space sharing with MPS and time sharing with exclusive
GPU access. As we increase task size, throughput for KaaS
converges with that of MPS, which our prototype is based
on. Since single instances of matrix multiplication cannot
saturate the GPU, time sharing is always inferior to paral-
lelization regarding throughput in our tests.

generate our random input matrix, which takes between 2ms and
3,619ms, depending on the matrix dimensions. The KaaS approach
reduces general computation time by 406ms to 419ms, regardless
of task size. We expect this reduction to be caused by the additional
CUDA initialization that has to be performed for each execution in
the baseline model. For the small task of multiplying matrices of
dimension 500×500, this reduction leads to a 469× faster execution.
While the overhead reduction is significant in small tasks, e.g., from
689ms to 123ms with 500 × 500 matrices, the overhead for both
tested models are equal for the largest tested task (matrix dimen-
sions 20,000 × 20,000). Here, the KaaS model incurs overhead for
the additional data movement that is needed for kernel invocation.
These results show that the kinds of optimizations KaaS enables
are more relevant to finely-grained tasks.

Performance by Level of Sharing. Finally, we consider the through-
put and slowdown of time sharing, space sharing, and KaaS for
our kernel at different task granularities, as controlled by the in-
put dimensions. We increase request concurrency to eight, which
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Figure 9: Comparison of per-task kernel completion time for
eight parallel task executions with that of an isolated KaaS
execution at all given task granularities. Observe that while
KaaS can effectively multiplex the available accelerators at
small task input sizes, space and time sharing incur large
slowdowns as a result of the additional “cold start” overhead.
As expected, we again see that KaaS and MPS converge for
larger tasks sizes, where exclusive GPU use yields the best
per-task execution time for coarse granularities.

yields two concurrent computations per GPU installed in our sys-
tem. Time sharing is the exclusive model we used before, which
forces a concurrent execution to wait for all other computations
to finish before it starts. Additionally, we enable Nvidia MPS on
our system to facilitate space sharing, allowing multiple kernel
invocations to occur on the device at the same time.

In Fig. 8 we show throughput measurements for square input
matrices ranging from 250k to 324M elements. Throughput is mea-
sured as FLOP spent onmatrix multiplication on the GPU divided by
total task completion time. In our tests, KaaS has a larger through-
put advantage for smaller task sizes. With increasing task sizes,
throughput converges to that of spatial sharing, as our prototype
is based on MPS. As the time sharing model cannot benefit from
parallelization or overlapping computation and data movement,
throughput remains inferior even for larger tasks. Note that wemea-
sure real throughput, including task execution overhead, and can
thus not achieve the theoretical maximum advertised throughput
of our GPUs.

We further show the slowdown in kernel time for each of these
experiments in Fig. 9. This slowdown compares the kernel time
with that of an isolated execution of the kernel with KaaS at a
specified input matrix dimension. While additional concurrent exe-
cutions of the kernel can increase throughput with parallelization,
the slowdown metric captures the impact of that concurrency on
the execution time of individual tasks. The time sharing model can
achieve computation without slowdown for larger tasks, as no con-
current kernel executions cause resource contention. For smaller
tasks, i.e., lower than 50M matrix elements, the lower computation
overhead in KaaS leads to faster kernel completion times than in
spatial sharing. Again, the results show that faster kernel execu-
tion in KaaS through the concept of cached kernel copies benefits
smaller tasks in particular.
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Figure 10: The reduced overall execution time also reflects
in increased energy efficiency of KaaS compared to time and
space sharing. We additionally compare a CPU-based im-
plementation that is more energy-efficient than GPU time
sharing for small tasks but always performsworse thanKaaS.

5.2 Energy Efficiency
Using FLOPS/W as a metric for performance efficiency [79], we
measure the energy consumption of eight concurrent matrix multi-
plication task executions. Again, we compare KaaS with the time
and space sharing models and vary task granularity with the input
data dimensions. We additionally compare a CPU-only execution
using the same numba implementation as in our GPU tests. Al-
though the hardware of CPU and GPU is not directly comparable,
we use this as an indication of whether accelerators are also ben-
eficial from a performance-efficiency point of view. We use the
Denki extension of Performance Co-Pilot (PCP) [28] to measure
power draw, collecting metrics using the processors’ Running Av-
erage Power Limit (RAPL) [60] at 1ms intervals and GPU power
consumption at 10ms intervals. We divide the kernel computation
FLOPS by the measured drawn energy, which includes invocation
overheads. GPU idle power consumption is not included in CPU
measurements.

The results in Fig. 10 show a convergence of performance ef-
ficiency between the GPU usage models for larger tasks, where
CPU performance lags behind at 4 GFLOPS/W compared to 0.7
GFLOPS/W for GPUs. For smaller tasks, however, performance
efficiency varies between usage models. The shorter total task com-
pletion times of KaaS lead to the best efficiency and at the extreme,
only KaaS can beat a CPU-only execution in terms of energy re-
quirements. Nevertheless, the efficiency for smaller tasks is orders
of magnitude lower than that of large tasks given the remaining
constant overheads.

5.3 Transparent Remote Invocation
As we invoke KaaS kernels over the network, we can also invoke
them across nodes, e.g., from a host without accelerators to a server
that exposes a GPU through KaaS. We evaluate this potential with
the genetic algorithm kernel (GA, detailed in §5.6.1). We connect
a client with two 32-core AMD EPYC™ 7513 CPUs (2.60Ghz) and
4TB memory to the original GPU testbed with a 1Gbps Ethernet
connection (0.15ms RTT). We compare four scenarios to evaluate
the efficiency of remote kernel invocations with task granularities
between 𝑁 = 32 and 𝑁 = 4,096. First, the client invokes the kernel
on the GPU server with serialized transfer of input and output
data (remote invocation). Second, we compare local invocations
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Figure 11: Total task completion time of the GA kernel com-
pared between (1) client executing the kernel on KaaS on an-
other host with serialized data transfer (Remote), (2) with the
host itself executing the kernel on KaaS with serialized data
transfer (Local in-band), and (3) out-of-band shared memory
transfer (Local out-of-band), and (4) with local CPU execu-
tion. Results show that despite additional network transfer
overhead, remotely calling a kernel GPU through KaaS can
perform better than local CPU execution.

on the GPU host with serialized data transfer to account for the
effect of using the network (local/in-band invocation). Third, we
use the original data transfer over shared memory in the local
invocation to measure the overhead of serialization (local/out-of-
band invocation). Fourth, we execute the kernel on the client CPU
to compare if offloading to a GPU-enabled KaaS server offers a
benefit over local execution.

We show the overall task completion times for these four ex-
periments at different task granularity in Fig. 11. While we cannot
observe a difference in execution time between in-band and out-of-
band data transfer, accessing KaaS over the network adds a delay
of 490ms to 832ms to the kernel invocation. Nevertheless, it is clear
that for the hardware we use, local CPU execution is inferior to
remote GPU execution of the kernel. CPU execution is five times
slower than remote kernel invocation at the largest task size we
test, although admittedly similar in run time for smaller tasks, likely
because the kernel’s time is too small (48.6%) to impact the overall
execution time.

5.4 Scalability
We evaluate strong and weak scaling of cold and warm invocations
in KaaS using a PyTorch [61] ResNet-50 [31] inference kernel on a
node with eight Nvidia Tesla V100 SXM2 GPUs with 80 streaming
multiprocessors and 32GB memory each.

Strong Scaling. We first investigate strong scaling, observing the
completion time of 8,000 batches of eight input images to the infer-
ence kernel on between one and eight GPU devices. As shown in
Fig. 12a, there is a static mean 1.22s cold start overhead. As GPUs
can be initialized in parallel, this affects task completion times in
all experiments equally. When removing this constant overhead
(“warm” start), scaling is nearly linear, with total task time decreas-
ing to an eighth with eight GPUs (8.49s compared to 70.02s).

Weak Scaling. Weak scaling is similar to scale-out in FaaS, where
more resources can be added to handle additional demand. We
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(a) In strong scaling, overall task size remains constant (8,000 batches
of eight images). Results show near-linear scaling with additional
GPU devices.
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(b) In weak scaling, we vary task size proportionally to the number
of GPU devices (8,000 batches of eight images per GPU), distributed
by round-robin scheduling. Results show near-linear scaling.

Figure 12: Scaling the inference kernels across GPUs within a
host reveals near-linear strong (Fig. 12a) and weak (Fig. 12b)
scaling. This is a result of the small task size that can be
transparently scheduled across GPUs without communica-
tion overheads between devices.

measure the completion time of the inference of 𝑁 × 8,000 batches
of eight images on 𝑁 GPUs (again between one and eight). We use
a round-robin scheduler that equally distributes the input batches
to devices. The results in Fig. 12b again show near-linear scaling,
with total task completion time proportional to the number of input
vectors divided by the number of devices (between 74.52s for one
GPU and 76.95s for eight GPUs). Further, we again note a constant
offset of (parallelized) GPU initialization between “cold” and “warm”
starts.

5.5 Autoscaling
A basic autoscaling technique in FaaS is monitoring in-flight re-
quests and scaling the number of function handlers accordingly [48].
We adopt a similar technique in KaaS, yet we note that this serves
mainly to illustrate that task runners in KaaS can be automatically
scaled to meet elastic demand – just as in FaaS, more sophisticated
techniques are possible.

We run a matrix multiplication kernel using input matrices of
dimension 10,000 × 10,000 on KaaS on the same eight-GPU host as
in §5.4. We issue a growing number of parallel kernel invocations
to this system, increasing by one parallel client every ten seconds.
Preliminary experiments have shown that each GPU can handle
four such tasks in parallel without significant impact to total task
execution time. KaaS will monitor the number of in-flight requests
and start an additional task runner on new GPU when all existing
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Figure 13: Scaling KaaS resources across eight GPUs with
a growing number of parallel requests: KaaS automatically
allocates new task runners to meet demand, keeping GPU
utilization high on each allocated GPU and task completion
time steady for clients.

task runners already handle four requests. We measure task com-
pletion time, throughput, and number of task runners started by
KaaS.

The results in Fig. 13 confirm how automatically scaling task
runners to accommodate a growing request rate can dynamically
adapt resource requirements. As we increase the number of parallel
clients, new task runners are started. Interestingly, KaaS does not
start a new runner at exactly every increment of four parallel clients:
Instead, as some work (receiving a response, logging it, and prepar-
ing the next invocation) is done on the client, KaaS can use this
turnaround time to schedule more parallel work on the GPU than
the four in-flight request we limit it to. At the time we reach 32 par-
allel clients (the theoretical limit), only seven GPU task runners are
allocated that handle all parallel requests. Furthermore, we can also
observe that mean task completion time remains steady (although
of course it dips slightly when a new runner is started), leading
us to conclude that the KaaS model can successfully automatically
scale resources to meet demand.

5.6 Heterogeneity
Finally, we evaluate our prototypes for a heterogeneous range of
hardware accelerators using kernels specific to these devices. As
outlined in §4, we consider GPUs (§5.6.1), FPGAs (§5.6.2), TPUs
(§5.6.3), and QPUs (§5.6.4)

5.6.1 GPU. We compare a baseline of space sharing with KaaS
in our GPU prototype using different kernels. In addition to the
matrix multiplication kernel (MM), we add dynamic time warping
(DTW ), a genetic algorithm (GA), graph neural network training
(GNN ), Monte Carlo integration (MCI ), and a quantum computing
simulator (QC). DTW is implemented as softDTW [15] to calculate
the optimal distance between 200 batches of random ten-element
sequences of a given input length 𝑁 . The GA iteratively mutates
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Figure 14: Comparison of task completion times of dynamic
time warping (DTW ), genetic algorithm (GA), graph neural
network training (GNN ), Monte Carlo integration (MCI ), ma-
trix multiplication (MM), and quantum computing simulator
(QC) kernels between Nvidia GPUs with MPS (baseline) and
KaaS. KaaS successfully reduces task execution times by up
to 96%. Only GA with a high number of generations does not
benefit from KaaS with execution time increasing by 5.8%.

a population of 𝑁 100-element vectors ten times, using a fitness
function optimized for GPUs. GNN training uses the Deep Graph
Library (DGL) [86] and PyTorch to perform node classification with
a 2-layer graph convolutional network on the DGL Core Graph
Dataset, and we adapt the number of training iterations as 𝑁 . The
MCI implementation estimates the value of the definite integral∫ 10
1 1/𝑥 d𝑥 using 𝑁 samples [89]. The QC simulation uses the
StateVector method of the AerSimulator of the Qiskit runtime [37,
91] to simulate quantum circuits of𝑁 CX gates combined in circuits.

The results in Fig. 14 show that KaaS can consistently decrease
the task completion times in our tests, up to a reduction of 96% for
MCI. The kernel implementations benefit from the optimizations
we have shown for thematrix multiplication kernel in §5.1. Only GA
with a high number of generations (4,096) shows execution times
increasing by up to 5.8%withKaaS. Interestingly, ourmeasurements
here reveal variability in the performance of GPUs in our cluster:
While the baseline always uses the first installed GPU (default
numba behavior), KaaS will try to allocate tasks evenly across the
GPUs, leading to a difference in task completion time of 1.85s (14.3%
slower) between GPUs. While the KaaS invocations on the first
GPU are 0.86s (6.2%) faster than in the baseline, the high variability,
likely exacerbated by the iterative nature of GA with frequent data
copy between host and accelerator, leads to a worse mean task
completion time.

5.6.2 FPGA. As an example for using the KaaS model on FPGAs,
we employ two PyLog kernels: Histogram computes a histogram
of integer values between 0 and 255 for a random array of length
2,097,504. We further use the Bitmap Conversion of Fig. 1. We com-
pare the total execution time between running these kernels by
directly accessing the FPGA from the test Python program (Ex-
clusive) and executing on the KaaS FPGA prototype. Note that we
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Figure 15: The mean total task completion time of the ker-
nel on our FPGA is reduced by 68.5% (Histogram) and 74.9%
(Bitmap Conversion) through the use of KaaS, which keeps
the FPGA and PyLog initialized for subsequent executions.

do not measure FPGA IP configuration, which is on the order of
tens of seconds and is usually completed outside of kernel invo-
cations. Our test system is a Xilinx® Alveo™ U250 data center
FPGA with 64GB off-chip memory connected over PCIe to a host
with four 18-core Intel® Xeon® E7-8890 v3 CPUs (2.50Ghz) and
3TB memory. The results in Fig. 15 show that the same benefits
previously explored for GPUs extend to FPGAs, with mean FPGA
time reduced by 68.5% (Histogram) and 74.9% (Bitmap Conversion).
Note that these reductions are still orders of magnitude from the
performance of hand-tuned FPGA kernels as KaaS cannot optimize
the performance of Python and PyLog. For reference, hand-tuned
kernels show completions times between 80 and 100ms on our test
system.

5.6.3 TPU. Our kernel performs a 2D convolution on an 𝑁 ×
𝑁 matrix using the appropriate implementation in the Tensor-
Flow library [2]. We test this on a Google Cloud v3-8 TPU VM
in the us-central1-a region with a four-chip, eight-core TPU v3
with 16GB of memory per chip, two 24-core Intel® Xeon® CPUs
(2.00GHz), and 340GB memory.

We show the impact of different accelerator use models in Fig. 16,
with four parallel instances of the kernel. In exclusive TPU use,
each kernel execution blocks the entire TPU. As shown in Fig. 16a,
this leads to a faster kernel execution on the TPU compared to
shared TPU use, where each concurrent instance of the task is
assigned one of the four TPU chips for execution. Interestingly,
the TPU execution time does not scale proportionally with the
input data size. This effect remains consistent across repetitions of
the experiment, and we attribute it to internal optimizations that
TensorFlowmakes in choosing a convolution implementation based
on the input parameters. While this effect is also present with our
KaaS implementation, the overall kernel execution time is reduced
between 81.3% and 99.6% compared to the exclusive execution. As
with other accelerators we have tested, we attribute this reduction
to the removal of TPU management overhead from the critical path
of kernel execution.

A large part of the total task completion time shown in Fig. 16b
is the time required to import the necessary libraries, most notably
TensorFlow. As this cannot happen in parallel in the exclusive TPU
use, as TensorFlow initialization also initializes the available TPU,
the overall task time follows a scaled pattern of the kernel execution
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Figure 16: Our TPU kernel performs four parallel 2D convo-
lution using matrices of dimensions 𝑁 × 𝑁 on a four-chip
Google Cloud TPU. We compare an exclusive use with each
kernel execution queuing to use the TPU, a shared use with
each kernel instance using a fixed, distinct TPU chip, and an
extension of our KaaS prototype for TPUs.
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Figure 17: The KaaS model reduces mean task completion
time by 34.9% for the QASM simulator, 34.8% for the MPS sim-
ulator, 34.3% for the StateVector simulator, 33.3% on Falcon
r5.11H, and 27.3% on the Falcon r4T.

time. In the shared model, some parallelization is possible as each
concurrent kernel invocation has access to a specific TPU chip. The
KaaS prototype performs best, as initialization overhead of TPU
and TensorFlow is moved out of the critical path, reducing overall
task completion time by between 95.9% and 98.6%.

5.6.4 QPU. As a preliminary evaluation of KaaS on QPUs, we im-
plement a single point electronic structure calculation using the
Variational Quantum Eigensolver (VQE) [65]. The “quantum kernel”
in this application is an estimator primitive, while transpilation
occurs on classical hardware. We specifically compare “cold starts”
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of our quantum operation as a baseline against the possibility of
calling into cached copies of the kernel, part of the KaaS approach.
As VQE is an iterative process, reductions in kernel overhead accu-
mulated over multiple repetitions can decrease overall execution
duration.

We deploy three simulation environments: Quantum Assembly
Language (QASM), a 32-qubit simulator, Matrix Product State (MPS),
a 100-qubit simulator, and StateVector, a 32-qubit Schrödinger wave
function simulator. Further, we deploy on two quantum computers
through IBM Quantum, namely on Falcon r4T and Falcon r5.11H
processors with five and seven superconducting qubits, respec-
tively [36].

The results in Fig. 17 are preliminary yet promising, as they show
the benefits of the KaaS approach with regard to task completion
times and encourage further investigation.

6 DISCUSSION & FUTUREWORK
In this section, we critically discuss questions on generality, appli-
cability, and limitations of the KaaS approach.

Applications. The applicability ofKaaS is, of course, limited to work-
loads that can benefit from the introduction of hardware accelera-
tion. Beyond this general limitation, the caveats of running appli-
cations as compositions of individual functions and kernels must
be considered, similarly to the FaaS execution model [41, 71]. For
example, long-running tasks that can span across multiple homoge-
neous compute resources, e.g., by exploiting heavy parallelism, may
be better served by traditional accelerator programming models.

Nevertheless, we foresee a range of domains adopting heteroge-
neous infrastructure and distributed workflows in the future, espe-
cially in the fields of high-performance computing, data analytics,
and AI [20]. Examples of these demanding workflows with a hetero-
geneous range of tasks are already starting to emerge in research:
visual simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [9, 81] for
AR and metaverse applications combines real-time image decoding
and feature extraction tasks that can be accelerated with GPUs and
FPGAs [18, 24] in addition to general CPU components. ML-steered
ensemble simulations combine the power of simulation tasks, e.g.,
in quantum chemistry [10], with machine learning steering to re-
duce the total number of necessary computations [88], with each
task benefiting from a different kind of compute accelerator. Earth
observation workflows combine processing on domain-specific
compute units on satellites with image processing units on Earth
for optimized data processing pipelines [16, 34, 83].

Implications for Computer Architectures. Changing how applica-
tions interface with hardware accelerators also creates opportu-
nities for hardware-software co-design. One current trend is dis-
aggregating compute resources [5, 52], where computation in a
system is not centered on CPUs but rather heterogeneous hard-
ware communicating over an interconnect. Here, KaaS can serve
as an abstraction to these resources, as the composition of kernels
happens at the logical software level compared to the composition
of disparate compute resources at the hardware [62].

Higher levels of sharing also increase flexibility in accelerator
deployment. For example, a larger GPU is easier to subdivide, but
smaller devices could transparently be used for smaller kernels

and service providers could increase margins if these devices can
be created more economically. Variability in GPUs can also be
abstracted from at the platform level, obviating the need for load
balancing by applications [80].

Our current KaaS prototypes rely on TCP connections to invoke
kernels using a frontend running on CPUs. A more efficient co-
designed implementation may rely on advanced methods for signal-
ing, such as RDMA [14], to further reduce the invocation overhead
in both delay and required host resources. Here, smartNICs [11]
could be employed for load-balancing, data de-serialization, or accel-
erator configuration, increasing the efficiency of kernel invocations
further by completely eliminating the need for a CPU.

Data Movement. In KaaS as in FaaS, the composition of individ-
ual tasks into larger workflows requires data movement between
components. This data-shipping architecture of FaaS has been well-
researched [54, 67, 71, 73, 99]. While avoidable through data-aware
scheduling and the adoption of a function-shipping architecture,
current hardware architectures require data movement in KaaS
as data must still be copied to hardware accelerator memory for
kernel executions. Although our evaluation has shown that this
price is worth paying for higher kernel performance and perfor-
mance efficiency, we believe that new hardware architectures using
technologies such as fabric-attached memory will further improve
performance for heterogeneous workflows [72]. The possibility
of kernel fusion, where two adjacent kernels targeting the same
accelerator are combined to minimize data movement, could also
be explored in the future [74].

Security & Isolation. The disaggregation of accelerators described in
§3 could also lead to a more flexible security model. Without KaaS,
applications have no assurances that other users of the accelerator
are safe, so the typical security model requires either exclusive use
for a single application [3] or some sort of static partitioning such as
offered by Multi-Instance GPU [47, 59], which both come with their
own inefficiencies and limitations. In contrast, in the KaaSmodel an
accelerator could be allocated to run only a single application, under
the assumption that some workloads are large and busy enough to
justify dedicating entire accelerators to a single kernel. Access to
both code and data on the accelerator is strictly controlled by the
runtime only, so sharing a device across users can offer additional
safety assumptions which lead to finer-grained resource allocation
and isolation and, consequently, higher efficiencies.

That said, the model still allows for a range of security policies
including exclusive use of the accelerator by a single user, so it
does not limit users to a single security policy. With additional
development, this model also open the door to an integrating re-
source management, quality-of-service (QoS), and security with a
flexibility that is not typically offered by off-the-shelf operating sys-
tems. For example, CHERI enables both data and execution memory
protection in hardware [57], e.g., for fabric-attached memory [8].
Recently, CHERI has been delivered on ARM processors and for
the Kitten operating system [29]. Hardware protection for KaaS
would allow transparent partitioning of accelerators in both mem-
ory and cores, leaving interconnects as a common resource, yet still
requiring additional support for QoS.
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Scheduling and Resource Management. Incidentally, the same del-
egation of selected OS responsibilities to the KaaS runtime also
offers renewed potential for additional flexibility in scheduling and
resource management. The runtime can collect focused execution
histories and can thus better estimate the resource and QoS re-
quirements of kernel requests, leading to better decisions on how
to allocate computational resources in space and time [76, 100].
Even at the datacenter level, KaaS opens the door to extending
energy-efficient resource management approaches based on pre-
dictive usage, such as dynamically shutting down portions of a
compute cluster [13, 68, 69]. These aspects are outside the scope of
this paper and remain open for future research.

Dynamic Optimizations. Through centralizing resource manage-
ment inKaaS and the resulting economy of scale, dynamic optimiza-
tions are possible that are not feasible for individual applications.
For example, the overlapping of multiple kernel invocations, possi-
bly of different tenants or applications, across accelerators could
reduce idle time of accelerators, further decreasing energy con-
sumption. Further, the provider could dynamically replace kernel
implementations or hardware resources where possible. Without
reconfiguring an application or workflow, newer generations or
different SKUs of a hardware accelerator could be swapped in to
increase performance efficiency [62, 63].

7 RELATEDWORK
The FaaS paradigm has taken off recently with an explosion of com-
mercial offerings and open-source software, followed by extensive
academic research [75]. Like application kernels in heterogeneous
computing, serverless functions are often fine-grained and require
careful orchestration to optimize resource utilization [38, 45, 51].
Some work also specifically addresses the use of accelerators (pre-
dominantly, GPUs) in serverless computing [50, 53, 70, 90].

Despite the similarities, our work is not strictly about cloud or
serverless computing—from which we borrow our main ideas—but
rather about heterogeneous computing using accelerators. Offload-
ing an algorithm’s core to run on accelerators to obtain higher per-
formance and energy efficiency is an active area of research across
computer science. Examples include dense [23] and sparse [26]
matrix operations (especially in the context of deep learning), com-
puter vision algorithms [66], and genetic algorithms [40].

While kernel offloading by a single application is a relatively
well studied problem, there remain several technical challenges
to the efficient sharing of accelerator resources across applica-
tions or VMs [39, 49, 95]. This sharing can take place in the time
dimension (multiple processes accessing the complete accelera-
tor in different time slots); in the space dimension (multiple pro-
cesses accessing subsets of the accelerator at the same time); or
both. As a commercial offering, HPE GPUaaS [33] allows dynam-
ically (re-)assigning full GPUs to containers in a private cluster.
For security reasons, they do not allow space-sharing of a sin-
gle GPU. GSLICE [17] spatially multiplexes the GPU to increase
system throughput. Pagoda [93] maximizes GPU throughput by
co-scheduling kernels with high and low resource requirements
concurrently. Zhang et al. [97] propose a runtime system that care-
fully allocates the computation resource to colocated applications,
maximizing their throughput while adhering to QoS constraints.

In time sharing (preemptive multitasking), Wu et al. [92] propose
FLEP, which transforms GPU kernels into preemptible forms which
can be interrupted during execution and yield all or part of a GPU’s
execution units. A different emphasis on preemption to maintain
real-time constraints is recently proposed by Ayala-Barbosa and
Mendez-Monroy [6]. An example of combining time and space
sharing is introduced by Wang et al. as Simultaneous Multikernel,
which aims to maximize accelerator utilization by co-scheduling
kernels with mutually compatible resource requirements [87].

Pemberton et al. [64] propose a low-code interface for GPU
kernel tasks where developers compose applications of pre-existing,
optimized GPU primitives, a similar level of abstraction as KaaS.
Requiring the use of pre-built primitives instead of custom code
or third-party libraries allows higher control over security and
isolation with current GPU APIs, yet trades off the generalizability
we target with KaaS.

These approaches are important in their own right, yet have
a narrow focus on GPU performance and programmability. With
KaaS, in contrast, we propose a programming interface and ab-
stractions for applications that take advantage of heterogeneous
hardware, with CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs, and others as equal execution
targets for kernels and fine-grained, dynamic resource allocation
to multiple applications.

8 CONCLUSION
With Kernel-as-a-Service, we have introduced a new serverless pro-
gramming model for hardware accelerators by adopting concepts
of the FaaS paradigm. Our experimental evaluation of KaaS pro-
totypes on GPU, FPGA, TPU, and QPU demonstrates the viability
and efficiency of this approach beyond device-specific frameworks.
We have shown how finely-grained tasks in particular can derive
performance, efficiency, and usability benefits in KaaS.

The future of computing systems will require managing disag-
gregated software on heterogeneous hardware, and KaaS is a first
step towards an abstraction between these layers. Further research
will require an even broader scope of evaluation of this paradigm
with large-scale clusters and larger applications. We also plan to ex-
plore how FaaS and KaaS can be efficiently integrated to provide a
seamless experience for developers. Finally, we intend to investigate
possibilities of hardware/software co-design for security, isolation,
and performance.
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